
Sawday's Canopy & Stars Project Summary

Canopy &  Stars was set up in 2009 as a subsidiary of Alastair Sawday’s Publishing.  As a company, Sawday’s
has always placed a strong emphasis on sustainability, from its eco-friendly offices and carbon offsetting
scheme, to its guidebooks’ focus on green places to stay which support the local community.  These efforts
have been recognised by the Business Commitment to the Environment award in 2005, and the 2006
Queen’s Award for Enterprise in the Sustainable
Development category.

Canopy & Stars was born of a desire to further these green
aims and to provide people with the opportunity to stay in
quirky and beautiful places, whilst minimising the potential
negative environmental and social impacts of travel.

The objectives of Canopy & Stars are:

• To promote sustainable living – many establishments
have features such as compost loos, wood- burners
and solar power.  Guests are encouraged to embrace
a slower pace of life, exploring the surrounding areas of nature and taking part in low-impact
activities, such as walking, helping with life on a working farm, or foraging for wild food.

• To promote sustainable and environmentally-friendly building projects – wherever possible, places
are built from sustainably and ethically sourced materials, and built in the UK.  Their impact on
their environment is carefully considered, and all possible steps are taken to ensure that they exist
in harmony with their surroundings. 

• To promote the 'slow travel' movement and encourage low-carbon travel, by highlighting the use of
trains and buses to travel to and from the establishment wherever possible, and the use of public
transport/cycling/walking to get around the local area.

• To support small-scale establishments which have a positive impact on the local community, for
example whose owners buy food from nearby farms and suppliers or encourage guests to eat
locally, thus helping the area’s economy.  Income from visitors helps owners maintain
Heritage/listed buildings, or supplements the income of working farms, enabling them to stay
open.

The funding from the Naturesave Trust has helped Canopy &
Stars achieve these objectives through financing  of essential
office and IT equipment required to enable the business to
operate.

In the future, Canopy & Stars intends to continue working to
achieve the aims outlined above, whilst expanding to include
more environmentally and ethically sound properties, including
treehouses and other sustainable projects.

For more information about Canopy & Stars please go to
www.canopyandstars.co.uk


